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GEG Celebrates Inaugural Journeys of HKMO Express Shuttle at 
Galaxy Macau 

 
October 24, 2018 – Following the opening of the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macau Bridge 
today, Galaxy Entertainment Group (“GEG”) proudly witnessed the inaugural journeys 
of the HKMO Express shuttle today. 
 
Several GEG executives and HKMO Express representatives, joined by several guests, 
gathered at the Diamond Lobby Entrance of Galaxy Macau™ at 8 a.m. to welcome the 
HKMO Express shuttle before its first trip to Hong Kong. Following a simple yet formal 
inauguration ceremony, excited guests and passengers began the historic journey from 
Macau’s Cotai Strip to the Elements shopping mall in Kowloon, Hong Kong, via the 
newly opened Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macau Bridge. GEG representatives presented the 
passengers with exquisite travel sets as souvenirs to mark the memorable occasion. 
 
At about 11:00 a.m., the first HKMO Express shuttle from Elements arrived at Galaxy 
Macau to the deafening applause of GEG representatives and Diamond Lobby 
Welcome Ambassadors. The arriving guests and passengers were also given souvenir 
travel sets, after which they were ushered into the Diamond Lobby to enjoy the 
spectacular 3-metre-tall Fortune Diamond show, which marked the beginning of their 
pleasant journeys through Galaxy Macau. 
 
In keeping with its “World Class, Asian Heart” service philosophy, GEG is continually 
striving to offer a unique resort experience for its customers at its flagship properties 
Galaxy Macau, Broadway Macau™ and StarWorld Hotel with their distinguished leisure 
and resort features. The HKMO Express came into operation at 9 a.m. today, providing 
cross-border shuttle service with stops in Macau’s Central District and Cotai Strip and 
Hong Kong’s Shanghai Street and Elements shopping mall. The shuttle departures will 
run from 7 a.m. until 4:30 a.m. every day. For weekday journeys, daytime one-way 
tickets cost HKD160/MOP160, and nighttime one-way tickets cost HKD180/MOP180. 
For journeys on weekends and holidays, daytime one-way tickets cost 
HKD180/MOP180, and nighttime one-way tickets cost HKD200/MOP200. Each shuttle 
journey takes about 140 minutes. Kiosks selling HKMO Express tickets are now 
available at Galaxy Macau and Starworld Hotel. 
 

– End – 
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Photo captions: 
 

 
P001: Several GEG executives, HKMO Express Macau representatives, and guests 
welcome the HKMO Express shuttle with a simple yet formal inauguration ceremony at 
the Diamond Lobby Entrance of Galaxy Macau before its maiden trip to Hong Kong. 
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P002: The first HKMO Express shuttle from the Elements shopping mall in Hong Kong 
arrives at Galaxy Macau to the deafening applause of GEG and HKMO Express Macau 
representatives and GEG ambassadors. 
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P003: The arriving guests begin their pleasant journeys at the Diamond Lobby Entrance 
of Galaxy Macau. 
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P004: Several GEG executives and HKMO Express representatives, joined by several 
guests, pose for a picture before the HKMO Express shuttle makes its way to Hong 
Kong. 
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P005: The guests from Hong Kong are given souvenir travel sets by GEG executive and 
HKMO Express Hong Kong representative upon arriving at the Diamond Lobby 
Entrance of Galaxy Macau. 
 


